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PTOLEMY 
 

DAY 6 
 
 
THE SEXAGESIMAL SYSTEM AND THE NEED FOR A TABLE OF CHORDS AND 

ARCS 
 
 
 
Before getting into any of the detailed versions of Ptolemy’s models for the motions of the 
Sun and the planets, we need to understand some of his mathematical equipment.  To begin 
with, we need to understand a little bit about his numerical system, and also his need for 
developing a “table of chords and arcs,” which will enable him to find the sizes of lengths 
and sides in triangles after being given some of the sizes of the other lengths and sides.  We 
will not bother learning how to multiply, divide, and find square roots in Ptolemy’s 
sexagesimal system.  That is too much work with too little return, given what we have to do 
in the course.  But it is important to understand what the sexagesimal system is, in order to 
understand Ptolemy’s numbers, and it is useful to be able to turn his numbers into decimal 
form and our decimal expressions into sexagesimal ones. 
 
 
 

DECIMAL SYSTEM. 
 

 
Ptolemy does not use the decimal system to which we are accustomed, but the much more 
tedious sexagesimal system.  Copernicus and Kepler and Newton also use it to some extent.  
And it remains in use today, in many applications. 
 What do we need to know about this system? 
 (a)  It is important to know how to read sexagesimal values, and to be able to 
translate a sexagesimal value to a decimal one and vice versa, in order to understand 
Ptolemy’s tables and calculations, at least as he presents them. 
 (b)  It is good to know how to add and subtract them (which is just a matter of 
knowing how to simplify, and how to borrow). 
 (c)  It is not important (in my humble opinion) to know how to find square roots in 
the sexagesimal system, or how to multiply or divide with them.  This is tedious, 
uninteresting, and life is hard enough without it.  Simply convert to decimal, do the 
calculation there, and convert back to sexagesimal. 
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We are accustomed to using the decimal system of numbers.  This means not only that we have 10 
basic numerical symbols (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9), but also that we signify numbers by making them 
sums of powers of ten.  For example: 
 
 
356 = (3 × 102) +  (5 × 101) +  (6 × 100). 
 
 
Notice that the place of the digit indicates which power of ten we are multiplying.  And if we need to 
designate fractions of a unit, we do so by cutting it up into equal parts in numbers which are also 
powers of ten, and then the place of the digit again indicates which power of ten that digit is to be 
multiplied by: 
 
.238 = (2 × 10-1)  +  (3 × 10-2)  +  (8 × 10-3) 
 
Or, putting it a bit differently, 
 
 
“3.1415” means   
 
and generally 
 
“a.bcde ...” means 
 
 

SEXAGESIMAL SYSTEM. 
 

 This way of representing numbers uses 60 as a base instead of 10.  Instead of saying how 
many tenths (or hundredths etc.) we have, we say how many sixtieths (or thirty-six-hundredths etc.) 
we have. 
 And usually we only take things to the second sexagesimal place after the whole number, i.e. 
to the 3600ths place.  The whole number place is signified by a superscript of whatever unit we are 
using (e.g. H for Hours, or ° for Degrees) and the “firsts” place by one superscript minute-mark, and 
the “seconds” place by two superscript minute-marks, thus: 
 
 37H  14’  53’’ 
 
which would be read “37 Hours, 14 Minutes, 53 Seconds.” 
 If we are dividing arcs of a circle, or angles, then we write: 
 
 37°  14’  53’’ 
 
which we read “37 degrees, 14 arc-minutes, 53 arc-seconds.” 
 We still divide time sexagesimally, i.e. we divide 1 hour not into “10 minutes” but into “60 
minutes”, and one minute not into “10 seconds” but into “60 seconds” (3600ths of an hour). 
 
So generally 
 
a   b’   c’’   d’’’ ... means 
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FROM SEXAGESIMAL TO DECIMAL 
 
 
To convert from sexagesimal to decimal is easy: 
 
24°  31’  12’’    =     24 + 31/60 + 12/3600     =     24.52° 
 
 
 
 

FROM DECIMAL TO SEXAGESIMAL 
 
 
This is more painful, but still not too bad.  Suppose you want to translate the decimal expression 
35.398° into sexagesimal form. 
 
 35.398   = 35 + 398/1000 
 
Now we want to turn that fraction into a fraction over 3600 (if we are going to take it out only to the 
“seconds” place).  So we multiply 398 by 3.6 (since that is what we want to multiply the denominator 
by), giving us 1432.8, which we can round up to 1433.  Now we have 
 
 35.398  = 35 + 1433/3600 
 
But just as every 60 seconds is a minute, so too every 60 of our 3600ths is a “first” or “minute” in 
sexagesimal notation.  So how many 60s are there in 1433? 
 
 1433 ÷ 60 = 23.88333... 
 
So there are basically 23 sixties in there.  But 23 × 60 = 1380, and 
 
 1433 – 1380 = 53 
 
leaving us with 
 
 35.398   = 35 + 23/60 + 53/3600 
 
i.e. 35.398  = 35°  23’  53’’ 
 
 

EXERCISES 
 
Turn the following decimal expressions into “hours, minutes, seconds” : 
 
 23.468  hours 
 5.203  hours 
 14.777  hours 
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THE NEED FOR A TABLE OF CHORDS AND ARCS 
(In other words:  The Need for Trigonometry) 
 
 
 
In Chapter 10 of Book 1 of his Almagest, Ptolemy begins preparing the mathematical 
equipment he will need in order to develop the detailed versions of his models of solar, lunar, 
and planetary motions.  He has already outlined the whole universe, but coarsely, with no 
numerical values.  We don’t have any sense of the proportions of things, or the speeds of 
things, and so on.  Remember, the universe, according to Ptolemy, consists of nested spheres 
of various sizes moving in various ways.  What are the sizes of those spheres?  What is the 
order of them?  Is the Sun closer to us, or Venus?  How many spheres are responsible for all 
the movements we see in the planet Venus?  We want a mathematically crisp picture of all 
this.  And we cannot get that without the help of trigonometry and a table of chords and arcs. 
 Ptolemy is very brief in explaining how a table of chords and arcs (which 
corresponds closely to, but is not identical to, a modern table of sines or cosines) is useful for 
this end.  It might be worth understanding this better before jumping into the details of 
deriving such a table, especially for those not familiar with the usefulness of trigonometry. 
 
 The general reason we need such a table is to enable us to solve triangles.  A table of 
chords and arcs will take arcs of a circle of varying lengths (e.g. 1°, 2°, 3°, etc.) and say how 
long the chords are subtending each of these arcs (compared, say, to the diameter of the 
circle), and hence also, conversely, it will give us chords in the circle of varying lengths, and 
tell us how big an arc it cuts off or subtends. 
 Such a table (as we will see) will enable us to “solve triangles.”  That is, given 
sufficient numerical information about certain sides and angles in a triangle, we will be able 
to say what the values are for all the remaining angles and sides.  Hence “trigonometry” or 
“triangle-measurement.” 
 And why do we want to be able to “solve triangles”?  To be able to solve triangles is 
extremely useful in countless ways, not only in pure and exact mathematics, but also in order 
to get very accurate values for things we cannot measure directly. 
 Let’s see how that can be so. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EXAMPLE 1:  ASTRONOMICAL EXAMPLE WITH A RIGHT 
TRIANGLE. 
 We want to know the shape of the universe, e.g. the ratios of the 
various orbits of the planets around the sun (to keep it simple, let’s be 

VS

E
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Copernican for now, and assume the orbits are all perfect circles with the sun right at the 
center of all). 
 We’ll start with trying to find the ratio of Venus’s orbit to our own.  ES is the radius 
of our orbit, and VS is the radius of Venus’s orbit. 
 How can we find the relative sizes of these two orbital circles?  We cannot measure 
their radii directly! 
 In fact, we pretty much NEVER OBSERVE DISTANCES directly in astronomy, 
but only angles.  This fact alone is a major reason why we need a way of translating 
angles into corresponding lengths in the sides of triangles. 
 We orbit S, the Sun, and our orbital radius is ES. 
 Venus, or V, orbits S, too. 
 Since Venus’s orbit is inside ours, Venus will never seem to get further from S than 
by some angle SEV, where EV is tangent to the orbit of Venus.  So when V is as far away 
from the Sun as it can get, i.e. when ∠SEV is as large as it ever gets, a “greatest elongation” 
of Venus is taking place, and then we know EV (our line of sight to the planet) is tangent to 
the orbit, and hence we know that ∠EVS is 90°.  But we can also measure ∠SEV by direct 
observation.  Hence all the angles of rSEV are known in degrees.  Hence all the ratios of 
the sides are determined—there is no flexibility there. 
 If we had a way of knowing, from these three angles, what the ratios of the sides 
must be, we could quantify the ratio SE : SV, which would be the ratio of the orbital radii of 
Earth and Venus.  To do that, however, we need a way to solve triangles, and a way to 
associate certain angles with certain lengths of sides in triangles. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EXAMPLE 2:  ASTRONOMICAL EXAMPLE WITH A 
NON-RIGHT TRIANGLE. 
 Suppose we want to find the ratio of Mars’s orbit to 
our own. 
 We orbit S, the Sun, going from B to A. 
 Mars, or M, orbits S, too. 
 In the present example, suppose Earth is first at A, 
exactly between the Sun and Mars, so that SAM is a straight 
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line (and Mars is rising exactly as the Sun is setting).  We observe Mars against the star α  in 
the zodiac. 
 Suppose we also know that Mars moves at a uniform rate on its circular orbit, and so 
we know exactly how long it will take Mars to come around again to position M, so at a 
certain time we will know that  SMα  are again in a straight line.  We note the passage of 
time starting from when we observe Mars at M (when we are at A); when the time required 
for Mars to get back to the very same spot on its orbit (its “period”) has elapsed, we know 
that Mars is back at M. 
 
 Hence we know Mars is really back at M, even though we are now at B in our orbit, 
and it does not look to us, from our new vantage point, like Mars is back in the same spot we 
saw it in before.  Now Mars looks to us as though it is superimposed on star  β  in the zodiac. 
 And since our orbit (not just our planet!) is as a point to the heavens, therefore  Bα  is 
pretty much exactly parallel to  Aα , 
 
hence  ∠βBα  =  ∠βMα 
but  ∠βBα   is simply observed and measured 
so  ∠βMα  is now known in degrees. 
 
Thus  ∠BMA  is now known in degrees, 
(since it is equal to  ∠βMα,  since they are vertical angles). 
Or, in other words,  ∠BMS  is known in degrees. 
 
But  ∠SBM  is also known in degrees, since we know that star  γ  is rising just as 
the Sun is setting, so that  SBγ  is a straight line, and we can measure the angle  γBM  
directly (with some instrument like a set of graduated circles, or something more 
sophisticated like a sextant).  But this angle is the supplement of  ∠SBM.  Hence  ∠SBM  is 
known in degrees. 
 
So now all the angles in rSBM are known. 
Can we, now, assign numerical values to the 
ratios of the sides of that triangle?  Suppose we 
called  SB,  the radius of Earth’s orbit,  “1”.  
Then what would we have to call  SM,  the 
radius of Mars’s orbit?  The triangle SBM is 
entirely decided in shape.  If only we had a way 
to solve for its other sides, given a numerical 
value for one of the sides and given all the 
angles!  Hence the need for a table which will 
enable us to say how big a side subtends a given 
angle in a triangle, or how big an angle subtends 
a given side in a triangle. 
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NOTE ON THE EXACTNESS OF TRIGONOMETRY. 
Trigonometry is sometimes mistakenly thought to be an inexact, good-enough system.  That 
is not so.  It is perfectly exact and mathematically rigorous, in itself.  But we often use its 
laws to determine values for sides or angles only to a given degree of precision, due to 
limitations (say) in the precision of our original values, since they resulted from physical 
measurement, or else due to limitations to our own ability to carry out calculations to infinite 
decimal (or sexagesimal) places. 
 
 
Very well, then, our next business will be to develop the fundamentals of trigonometry.  This 
will consist in building up a “Table of Chords and Arcs,” which corresponds to a modern 
table of Sines and Cosines (as we shall see later).  Imagine a circle of center O, with diameter 
ROD.  Now suppose I laid off a chord inside the circle, CD, and told you exactly how big it 
was compared to the diameter, say one third the length of the 
diameter.  Could you tell me how big the angle DOC is in degrees?  
You can if you have a table of chords and arcs!  Again, suppose I 
did the reverse, and told you exactly how big the angle DOC is in 
degrees—say it is 34.592°.  Can you tell me how long the chord CD 
must be in terms of the diameter?  You can if you have a table of 
chords and arcs!  And you can see that if we can answer questions 
like this about the triangle DOC, we will be well on our way to 
being able to calculate the values for all the sides and angles of any 
triangles, given sufficient information about them. 
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